The Original® tactical glove revolutionized the hand protection industry with its versatility and anatomical design. Rugged 0.8mm synthetic leather infused with touchscreen technology creates the perfect blend of dexterity and durability. Breathable TrekDry® conforms to the back of your hands to help keep you cool and comfortable in the field. The Original delivers unmatched fit, feel and functionality so you can focus on what lies down range.

**COMFORTABLE FIT**
Form-fitting TrekDry® helps keep your hands cool and comfortable.

**TOUCHSCREEN CAPABLE**
Durable synthetic leather palm infused with touchscreen technology.
FEATURES
1. Form-fitting TrekDry® helps keep your hands cool and comfortable.
2. Adjustable Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) wrist closures create a secure fit.
3. Reinforced thumb and index finger improve durability.
4. Durable synthetic leather palm infused with touchscreen technology.
5. Nylon carrier loops for storage.

CERTIFICATIONS

INTENDED USES
• Military
• Law Enforcement
• Shooting Sports
• Maintenance Repair Operations

FURTHER INFORMATION
AVAILABLE AT:
Ref: The Original® Woodland

Mechanix Wear, Inc.
28325 Whittenspoon Parkway
Valencia CA 91355
www.mechanix.com
Product is imported